Meta-analyses involving cluster randomization trials: a review of published literature in health care.
Throughout the 1980s and 1990s cluster randomization trials have been increasingly used to evaluate effectiveness of health care intervention. Such trials have raised several methodologic challenges in analysis. Meta-analyses involving cluster randomization trials are becoming common in the area of health care intervention. However, as yet there has been no empirical evidence of current practice in the meta-analyses. Thus a review was performed to identify and examine synthesis approaches of meta-analyses involving cluster randomization trials in the published literature. Electronic databases were searched for meta-analyses involving cluster randomization trials from the earliest date available to 2000. Once a meta-analysis was identified, papers on the relevant cluster randomization trials included were also requested. Each of the original papers of cluster randomization trials included was examined for its randomized design and unit, and adjustment for clustering effect in analysis. Each of the selected meta-analyses was then evaluated as to its synthesis concerning clustering effect. In total, 25 eligible meta-analyses were reviewed. Of these, 15 meta-analyses reported simple conventional methods of the fixed-effect model as method of analysis, while six did not incorporate the cluster randomization trial results in the synthesis methods but described the trial results individually. Three meta-analyses attempted to account for the clustering effect in the synthesis methods but approaches were in arbitrary. Fifteen meta-analyses included more than one cluster randomization trial, each of which included cluster randomization trials with a mixture of randomized designs and units, and units of analysis. These mixture situations might increase heterogeneity, but have not been considered in any meta-analysis. Some methods dealing with a binary outcome for some specific situations have been discussed. In conclusion, some difficulties in the quantitative synthesis procedures were found in the meta-analyses involving cluster randomization trials. Recommendations in the applications of approaches to some specific situations in a binary outcome variable have also been provided. There are still, however, several methodologic issues of the meta-analyses involving cluster randomization trials that need to be investigated further.